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Abstract. In this study, we examined the effect of different types of behavioral
strategy on performance as well as on behavior in three types of different
information representation method such as real task environment, VR-based task
environment, and MR-based task environment in order to identify some features
that enable to be applied for performance-based/behavioral-based measurement
for the characterization of the SoE and its sub-components. As the results, we
found that there was a significant difference in task performance such as time
completion time, and parameter of time-to-collision distribution, as well as on
user behavior such as decomposed motion data.
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1 Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) is a technology that enables to create a fully three-dimensional
computer-generated environment in which a person can move around as well as interact
as if he/she actually were in the virtual space [1]. VR has made great strides in the past
20 years, having great potential as sites for research in social, behavioral and economic
sciences, as well as in human-centered computer science [2]. Because VR enables to
afford a user to walk through a computer-generated environment that can be controlled
to assess hypotheses that are hard to examine systematically in the real world [3].

According to the recent technology, it is possible to develop highly immersive and
presence evoking environment; that is, a head-mounted display (HMD) based virtual
environment. In this immersive virtual environment, user’s viewpoint is fixed on the
eyes of a virtual body which substitute a user’s own biological body with synchronous
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vasomotor feedback, so that when the user moves in the real world, his/her virtual body
moves in the virtual world in real time and synchronously [4].

1.1 The Sense of Embodiment in Virtual Reality

The sense of embodiment (SoE) is an essential component of user experience in
immersive virtual environments through the embodied virtual body. The SoE consists
of three subcomponents such as the sense of self-location, the sense of agency, and the
sense of ownership [5]. The sense of self-location is a determinate volume in space
where a user feels located. The self-location, as well as body-space normally coincide
in the sense that a user feels self-located inside the user’s own biological body [6]. The
sense of agency is a sensation defined as “global motor control, including the sub-
jective experience of action, control, intention, motor selection and the conscious
experience of will” [7]. The sense of ownership defined as a user’s self-attribution of a
body, influencing by morphological similarities as well as by spatial correlation of the
body and so on [8].

To enhance the SoE would be to enhance each of its three subcomponents in order
to design more immersive experience with an embodied virtual body in the virtual
environment. In this line of the enhancement, it is essential to measure the effect of
these subcomponents on different factors.

1.2 The Measurement of the Sense of Embodiment

The measurement of the SoE including its subcomponents usually relies on ques-
tionnaires or physiological responses [6, 9, 10]. However, there is no explicit measure
of the SoE as well as its subcomponents for the moment, including performance-based
as well as behavioral-based measurement.

This study aims to explore the nature of difference on performance as well as on
behavior in a different kind of information representation methods such as real envi-
ronment, VR environment, and Mixed Reality environment to identify some features
that enable to be applied for performance-based/behavioral-based measurement for the
characterization of the SoE and its subcomponents.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

Eleven students were recruited from our University. All of the participants were male
whose mean age was 21 years (SD = 0.31). All participants had little or no experience
with Virtual Reality as well as Mixed Reality application.

2.2 Apparatus

Visual Display/Rendering. HTC Vive head-mounted display was used for the
experimental task. The Vive consists of a headset, two controllers, and two infrared
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laser emitter units. The headset covers a nominal field of view about 110� through two
1080 � 1200 pixel display that is updated at 90 Hz. As for the visual rendering,
Unity3D was employed, rendering the graphics at 60 Hz.

3D Motion Tracker. HTC Vive tracker was used for the experimental task. The Vive
tracker is a motion tracker that enables to measure its 3D position as well as orientation
in real time. The field of view of the tracker is 270�. The Tracker weighs is 85 g and the
size is 99.65 mm (Diameter) � 42.27 mm (Height).

Data Acquisition. AIO-160802AY-USB was used for the data acquisition in the
experiment. AIO-16080AY-USB is a high-precision analog I/O terminal which has
analog input (16 bit, 8ch), and analog output (16 bit, 2ch). The maximum conversion
speed of the terminal is 10 ls:

Real Task Environment. A custom experimental task called a “rod tracking task”
was developed for this study. The developed experimental environment had a square
wave-shaped slit on a paper board made by grid paper to provide a path for a rod
tracking by a participant (See Fig. 1). The system captured data regarding trial time;
whether the user’s rod was touching a wall along the slit; the vive tracker position as
the rod location in x; y; and z coordinates.

Virtual Reality-Based Task Environment. A rod tracking task using VR represen-
tation was developed based on the real task environment, utilizing HTC Vive head
mounted display (See Fig. 2). The real task environment was 3D reconstructed in a
virtual environment. The virtual environment was visually represented through the
HMD. However, the paper board in the virtual environment was not haptically rep-
resented. The system captured data regarding trial time; whether the user’s rod was
touching a wall along the slit in the virtual environment; the vive tracker position as the
rod location in x; y; and z coordinates.

Mixed Reality-Based Task Environment. A rod tracking task using MR represen-
tation was developed based on the real task environment, utilizing HMD as well as the

Fig. 1. A rod tracking task in a real environment. A LED light turns on when the rod collides
with a wall along the slit. The applied voltage was measured on the AIO-16080AY-USB.
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paper board in the real task environment (See Fig. 3). The real task environment was
3D reconstructed in a virtual environment. The position of the paper board in the real
environment was calibrated to the position of the paper board in the virtual environ-
ment; that is, the paper board was visually represented in the virtual environment
through the HMD, as well as was haptically represented in the real environment. The
system captured data regarding trial time; whether the user’s rod was touching a wall
along the slit in the virtual/real environment; the vive tracker position as the rod
location in x; y; and z coordinates.

2.3 Experimental Task

The protocol for the experimental task was identical for all conditions. A start point on
the left top of the path on the paper board is touched with a rod grabbing by a

Fig. 2. A rod tracking task in a VR-based environment.

Fig. 3. A rod tracking task in a MR-based environment.
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participant for three seconds. After counting three seconds, the rod would be moved by
the participant to the terminal point on the right bottom of the path on the paper board
(trial 1). When it reaches the terminal point, the participant would stay for three
seconds, then move back to the start point (trial 2). These trials would be repeatedly
conducted for three times; that is, six trials would be performed by participants in total.
Participants were tasked with moving the rod from the start point to the terminal point
as quickly and accurately as possible, as well as much as possible without touching the
wall along the slit with the rod.

2.4 Experiment Design and Independent Variables

To examine the effect of behavioral strategy on performance as well as on behavior in
the custom task environments such as real task environment, VR task environment, and
MR task environment, a balanced 2 � 3 within subjects factorial experiment design
was used, which result in 6 experimental tasks. A summary of the independent vari-
ables is shown in Table 1.

Behavioral Strategy. Behavioral strategy for the experimental task was designed to
assist two purposes: (1) to control the participant’s intention to move the rod accurately
on the center line of the path, relating body-image construction regarding the correct
physical motion, (2) not to provide any cues for controlling the participant’s intention
regarding physical motion (non-body-image construction) so that participants are
required to conduct the task in standard manner of the experimental task; that is, with
moving the rod from the start point to the terminal point as quickly and accurately as
possible, as well as much as possible without touching the wall along the slit with the
rod. These concepts were illustrated in Fig. 4.

Information Representation Method. The three distinct representation method was
applied such as Real task environment, VR-based task environment, and MR-based
task environment.

(b) Body-image construction (a) Non-body-image construction

Fig. 4. The two behavioral strategy applied in this study; (a) Participants were required to
imagine the straight line on the center of the path, as well as to move on the line as accurately as
possible. (b) There is no cue regarding the body-image construction.
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2.5 Dependent Variables

To systematically investigate the effect of behavioral strategy in the custom task
environments, this study used several dependent measures, which can be categorized
into two types of variables: (a) task performance including task completion time and, a
probability distribution of time-to-collision; (b) user behavior.

Task Performance. Task performance includes task completion time, and a proba-
bility distribution of time-to-collision. Task completion time was defined as the time
from when participants start the first trial to the moment they finish the last trial except
for the time for the three seconds counting on each start/terminal point. A probability
distribution of time-to-collision is a probability distribution of the time to collision with
the wall on the path, which was characterized based on the Gamma distribution (See
Fig. 5). The distribution can be represented by the Eq. (1).

f xð Þ ¼ 1

C kð Þhk x
k�1e�

x
h ðx[ 0Þ ð1Þ

The gamma distribution is continuous probability distribution which has two
parameters such as a shape parameter k, as well as scale parameter h. These parameters
were estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation method, as well as was used
as dependent variables.

User Behavior. A user’s behavior interacting with the task was analyzed using Sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD) method. xin 2 RN is a time series data of the position
of the rod in nth trial. A set of trial data for subject i is represented by Xi described as

Xi ¼ xi1
� �T

xi2
� �T � � � xin

� �T
� �T

ð2Þ

where n is the number of trials in the experimental task. A set of behavior data
represented by Xi can be formed as matrix D (See Eq. (3)), which represents matrix for

Table 1. Summary of Independent variables.

Factor Level Definition

Behavioral
strategy

None body
image

There is no cue regarding the body-image construction

Body image Participants were required to imagine the straight line on
the center of the path, as well as to move on the line as
accurately as possible.

Information
representation
method

Real task
environment

Visual/haptic feedback from real environment

VR task
environment

Visual feedback from virtual environment, No haptic
feedback

MR task
environment

Visual feedback from virtual environment, haptic feedback
from real environment
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subject group. The number of the data point of each Xi was standardized using
interpolation technique.

D ¼ X1X2 � � �XM
� � ð3Þ

The singular value decomposition (SVD) method was applied to the matrix D in
order to extract similarities of behaviors within the subject group. As a result of the
SVD, the matrix D can be decomposed as follows:

D ¼ U RVT ð4Þ

Where U is a unitary matrix which has left singular vector ui 2 Rn�N as its elements.
The matrix V is a unitary matrix which has right singular vector vi 2 RM as its elements.
The matrix R is a diagonal matrix which has a set of singular values
ri i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;Mð Þ as its diagonal elements. The value of similarities was decom-
posed as the ri so that the behavior of individual Xi can be represented using left
singular vector ui, and right singular vector vi as follows:

Xi ¼
Xn

j¼1

rjvi;jui ð5Þ

If the value of 1st singular value r1 is high, it indicates that decomposed time series
data are similar; that is, participants did almost same physical motion in all of the trials.
The similarity based on the singular value was defined as a dependent variable.

Fig. 5. The concept of the probability distribution of time-to-collision.
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2.6 Procedure

Participants were required to read and signed an informed consent. After completion of
the introduction paperwork, short training was conducted to familiarize participants
with interacting with the custom experimental environment. Participants were informed
of their goal to move as quickly and accurately in each trial.

Following the training session, the experimental tasks began. Each participant
completed 6 tasks in a randomized order, with each task consisting of 6 trials.

2.7 Research Question

This study seeks to examine the effect of different types of behavioral strategy on
performance as well as on behavior in three types of different information represen-
tation method such as real task environment, VR-based task environment, and
MR-based task environment. We assumed that the result from the experiment in the
real environment could be defined as the normal state of the SoE. The result from the
all the other data in the virtual environment would be compared to the result from the
real environment in order to identify some features that enable to be applied for
performance-based/behavioral-based measurement for the characterization of the SoE
and its subcomponents.

3 Results

3.1 Task Performance

Task Completion Time. A 2 � 3 ANOVA with Behavioral Strategy (Body-image,
None body-image) and Representation method (RL, VR, MR) as within-subject factors
revealed a main effect on Representation method, F 2; 20ð Þ ¼ 5:017; p\ :038; g2p ¼
:334. A post hoc comparison (Ryan’s method,a = .05) indicated that there is significant
difference between RL (M ¼ 84:76 s; SD ¼ 8:09 s) and MR (M ¼ 97:98 s; SD ¼
2:96 s) condition. However, there is no significant difference between VR and MR
condition, as well as between RL and VR condition. The main effect was not qualified
by an interaction between Representation method and Behavioral strategy, F 2; 20ð Þ ¼
1:001; p\ :355; g2p ¼ :091. The results showed in Table 2.

Table 3 showed the result of descriptive statistics for the task completion time.
The descriptive plot for the time completion time was illustrated in Fig. 6.

Shape Parameter of the Gamma Distribution. A 2 � 3 ANOVA with Behavioral
Strategy (Body-image, None body-image) and Representation method (RL, VR, MR)
as within-subject factors revealed a main effect on Representation method, F 2; 20ð Þ ¼
6:327; p \ :025; g2p ¼ :388. A post hoc comparison (Ryan’s method,a = .05) indi-
cated that there is significant difference between VR (M ¼ 10:52; SD ¼ 0:95) and
MR (M ¼ 2:19; SD ¼ 0:31) condition, as well as between RL (M ¼ 2:63;
SD ¼ 1:49) and VR (M ¼ 10:52; SD ¼ 0:95) condition. However, there is no sig-
nificant difference between RL and MR condition. The main effect was not qualified by
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Table 2. The result of the ANOVA on the task completion time.

Sphericity
correction

Sum of
squares

df Mean
square

F p η2 g2
p x2

Representation
method

None 2070.6 2 1035.3 5.017 0.017 0.334 0.334 0.259
Greenhouse-Geisser 2070.6 1.252 1653.3 5.017 0.038 0.334 0.334 0.259

Residual None 4127.6 20 206.4

Greenhouse-Geisser 4127.6 12.525 329.6
Behavioral
strategy

None 366.2 1 366.2 1.389 0.266 0.122 0.122 0.031

Greenhouse-Geisser 366.2 1 366.2 1.389 0.266 0.122 0.122 0.031

Residual None 2636.5 10 263.7
Greenhouse-Geisser 2636.5 10 263.7

Representation
method *
behavioral strategy

None 462.7 2 231.3 1.001 0.385 0.091 0.091 0

Greenhouse-Geisser 462.7 1.237 374.2 1.001 0.355 0.091 0.091 0

Residual None 4620.1 20 231
Greenhouse-Geisser 4620.1 12.365 373.6

Table 3. The descriptive statistics for the task completion time.

Behavioral strategy Information representation method Mean SD
RL (N = 11) VR (N = 11) MR (N = 11)

Body-image 90.49 93.81 100.07 94.79 4.87
None body-image 79.04 95.31 95.89 90.08 9.56
Mean 84.76 94.56 97.98
SD 8.09 1.06 2.96

Fig. 6. The descriptive plot for the time completion time. The error bars represent standard error
of means.
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an interaction between Representation method and Behavioral strategy,
F 2; 20ð Þ ¼ :277; p\ :648; g2p ¼ :027. The results showed in Table 4.

Table 5 showed the result of descriptive statistics for the shape parameter of the
Gamma distribution.

The descriptive plot for the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution was
illustrated in Fig. 7.

Scale Parameter of the Gamma Distribution. A 2 � 3 ANOVA with Behavioral
Strategy (Body-image, None body-image) and Representation method (RL, VR, MR)
as within-subject factors revealed a main effect on Representation method,F 2; 20ð Þ ¼
4:808; p\ :027; g2p ¼ :325. A post hoc comparison (Ryan’s method,a = .05)

Table 4. The result of the ANOVA on the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution.

Sphericity
correction

Sum of
squares

df Mean
square

F P η2 g2
p x2

Representation
method

None 965.238 2 482.619 6.327 0.007 0.388 0.388 0.317

Greenhouse-Geisser 965.238 1.128 855.463 6.327 0.025 0.388 0.388 0.317
Residual None 1525.5 20 76.275

Greenhouse-Geisser 1525.5 11.283 135.201

Behavioral
strategy

None 2.735 1 2.735 0.041 0.843 0.004 0.004 0

Greenhouse-Geisser 2.735 1 2.735 0.041 0.843 0.004 0.004 0
Residual None 664.654 10 66.465

Greenhouse-Geisser 664.654 10 66.465
Representation
method *
behavioral
strategy

None 32.919 2 16.46 0.277 0.761 0.027 0.027 0

Greenhouse-Geisser 32.919 1.184 27.795 0.277 0.648 0.027 0.027 0
Residual None 1189.623 20 59.481

Greenhouse-Geisser 1189.623 11.844 100.443

Table 5. The descriptive statistics for the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution.

Behavioral strategy Information representation method Mean SD
RL (N = 11) VR (N = 11) MR (N = 11)

Body-image 1.58 11. 19 1.98 4.92 5.44
None body-image 3.69 9.85 2.42 5.32 3.97
Mean 2.63 10.52 2.20
SD 1.50 0.95 0.31
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indicated that there is significant difference between VR (M = 3.19, SD = 0.54) and
MR (M = 5.25, SD = 0.39) condition, as well as between RL (M = 5.14, SD = 0.59)
and VR (M = 3.19, SD = 0.54) condition. However, there is no significant difference
between RL and MR condition. The main effect was not qualified by an interaction
between Representation method and Behavioral strategy, F 2; 20ð Þ ¼ 1:456; p\
:259 g2p ¼ :127. The results showed in Table 6.

Table 7 showed the result of descriptive statistics for scale parameter of the Gamma
distribution.

Fig. 7. The descriptive plot for the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution. The error bars
represent standard error of means.

Table 6. The result of the ANOVA on the scale parameter of the Gamma distribution.

Sphericity
correction

Sum of
squares

df Mean
square

F P η2 g2
p x2

Representation
method

None 58.652 2 29.326 4.808 0.02 0.325 0.325 0.249

Greenhouse-Geisser 58.652 1.667 35.186 4.808 0.027 0.325 0.325 0.249
Residual None 121.998 20 6.1

Greenhouse-Geisser 121.998 16.669 7.319

Behavioral
strategy

None 0.746 1 0.746 0.091 0.769 0.009 0.009 0

Greenhouse-Geisser 0.746 1 0.746 0.091 0.769 0.009 0.009 0
Residual None 81.67 10 8.167

Greenhouse-Geisser 81.67 10 8.167
Representation
method *
behavioral strategy

None 7.971 2 3.985 1.456 0.257 0.127 0.127 0.038

Greenhouse-Geisser 7.971 1.53 5.209 1.456 0.259 0.127 0.127 0.038
Residual None 54.745 20 2.737

Greenhouse-Geisser 54.745 15.301 3.578
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The descriptive plot for the scale parameter of the Gamma distribution was illus-
trated in Fig. 8.

3.2 User Behavior

Cumulative Contribution Ratio for Singular Value (Mode 1). A 2 � 3 ANOVA with
Behavioral Strategy (Body-image, None body-image) and Representation method (RL,
VR, MR) as within-subject factors revealed no significant difference. The results
showed in Table 8. The ANOVA was performed using nine participants data since
there was missing data on two participants out of eleven.
Table 9 showed the result of descriptive statistics for the cumulative contribution ratio
for singular value (mode 1).

The descriptive plot for the scale parameter of the cumulative contribution ratio for
singular value (mode 1) in Fig. 9.

Cumulative Contribution Ratio for Singular Value (Mode 1 and Mode 2). A 2 � 3
ANOVA with Behavioral Strategy (Body-image, None body-image) and Representa-
tion method (RL, VR, MR) as within-subject factors revealed a main effect on
Behavioral strategy,F 1; 8ð Þ ¼ 9:171; p\ :016; g2p ¼ :534. The main effect was not
qualified by an interaction between Representation method and Behavioral strategy,
F 2; 16ð Þ ¼ :134; p\ :813 g2p ¼ :017. The results showed in Table 10. The ANOVA

Table 7. The descriptive statistics for the scale parameter of the Gamma distribution.

Behavioral strategy Information representation method Mean SD
RL (N = 11) VR (N = 11) MR (N = 11)

Body-image 5.55 2.82 5.53 4.63 1.57
None body-image 4.72 3.57 4.97 4.42 0.74
Mean 5.14 3.20 5.25
SD 0.59 0.54 0.40

Fig. 8. The descriptive plot for the scale parameter of the Gamma distribution. The error bars
represent standard error of means.
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Table 8. The result of the ANOVA on the cumulative contribution ratio for singular value
(mode 1)

Sphericity
correction

Sum of
squares

df Mean
square

F P η2 g2
p x2

Representation
method

None 22.551 2 11.276 1.75 0.205 0.18 0.18 0.073

Greenhouse-Geisser 22.551 1.613 13.985 1.75 0.213 0.18 0.18 0.073
Residual None 103.08 16 6.443

Greenhouse-Geisser 103.08 12.901 7.99
Behavioral
strategy

None 4.1 1 4.1 0.924 0.365 0.104 0.104 0

Greenhouse-Geisser 4.1 1 4.1 0.924 0.365 0.104 0.104 0

Residual None 35.495 8 4.437
Greenhouse-Geisser 35.495 8 4.437

Representation
method *
behavioral
strategy

None 0.176 2 0.088 0.019 0.981 0.002 0.002 0

Greenhouse-Geisser 0.176 1.567 0.112 0.019 0.96 0.002 0.002 0
Residual None 72.665 16 4.542

Greenhouse-Geisser 72.665 12.539 5.795

Table 9. The descriptive statistics for the scale parameter of the cumulative contribution ratio
for singular value (mode 1)

Behavioral strategy Information representation method Mean SD
RL (N = 9) VR (N = 9) MR (N = 9)

Body-image 58.19 59.81 59.38 59.13 0.84
None body-image 57.78 59.26 58.69 58.57 0.75
Mean 57.98 59.53 59.03
SD 0.29 0.39 0.49

Fig. 9. The descriptive plot for the scale parameter of the cumulative contribution ratio for
singular value (mode 1). The error bars represent standard error of means.
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was performed using nine participants data since there was missing data on two par-
ticipants out of eleven.

Table 11 showed the result of descriptive statistics for the cumulative contribution
ratio for singular value (mode 1 and mode 2).

The descriptive plot for the scale parameter of the cumulative contribution ratio for
singular value (mode 1 and mode 2) in Fig. 10.

Table 10. The result of the ANOVA on the cumulative contribution ratio for singular value
(mode 1 and mode 2)

Sphericity
correction

Sum of
squares

df Mean
square

F P η2 g2
p x2

Representation
method

None 7.548 2 3.774 1.225 0.32 0.133 0.133 0.023

Greenhouse-Geisser 7.548 1.874 4.027 1.225 0.319 0.133 0.133 0.023
Residual None 49.309 16 3.082

Greenhouse-Geisser 49.309 14.995 3.288
Behavioral strategy None 16.861 1 16.861 9.171 0.016 0.534 0.534 0.45

Greenhouse-Geisser 16.861 1 16.861 9.171 0.016 0.534 0.534 0.45
Residual None 14.707 8 1.838

Greenhouse-Geisser 14.707 8 1.838

Representation
method *
behavioral strategy

None 0.661 2 0.331 0.134 0.875 0.017 0.017 0

Greenhouse-Geisser 0.661 1.472 0.449 0.134 0.813 0.017 0.017 0
Residual None 39.388 16 2.462

Greenhouse-Geisser 39.388 11.775 3.345

Table 11. The result of the ANOVA on the cumulative contribution ratio for singular value
(mode 1 and mode 2)

Behavioral strategy Information representation method Mean SD
RL (N = 9) VR (N = 9) MR (N = 9)

Body-image 92.89 92.80 93.73 93.14 0.52
None body-image 91.60 91.99 92.47 92.02 0.44
Mean 92.24 92.40 93.10
SD 0.91 0.57 0.89
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4 Discussion

4.1 Task Performance

Task Completion Time. Research in multimodal feedback suggest improvements in
performance when additional modalities are used for user activities [11]. In this case,
performance improvements were expected with additional modality, namely haptic
feedback. However, there was no significant difference between VR and MR condition.
In addition, although the haptic feedback in RL and MR conditions was totally same,
there was a significant difference between RL and MR condition. These results indicate
that the visual feedback affects the performance; that is, the consistency of visual
feedback must be considered.

Shape and Scale Parameter of the Gamma Distribution. Scale parameter h has the
effect of stretching or compressing the range (time-to-collision) of the Gamma distri-
bution. Whereas, shape parameter k controls the shape of the family of distributions.
The fundamental shapes of the Gamma distribution are characterized by values of k;
(1) When k < 1: the Gamma distribution can be exponentially formed as well as
asymptotic to both the vertical and horizontal axes, (2) When k = 1: A Gamma dis-
tribution with shape parameter k = 1 as well as scale parameter h is the same as an
exponential distribution of scale parameter h, (3) When k > 1: the Gamma distribution
assumes a unimodal, namely skewed shape. The skewness reduces when k increases.

The result of these parameters indicates that the Gamma distribution on VR con-
dition assumes more skewed than that of RL and MR conditions; that is, a collision to
the wall during each trial on VR task occurs much more constantly than all the other
task. According to the participants’ impression when they play the task, they reported
they could conduct the task easily when there is haptic feedback.

Fig. 10. The descriptive plot for the scale parameter of the cumulative contribution ratio for
singular value (mode 1 and mode 2). The error bars represent standard error of means.
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4.2 User Behavior

Cumulative Contribution Ratio for Singular Value (Mode 1). The result indicates that
extracted motion pattern has similarity in 1st mode singular value. However, the
cumulative contribution ratio for 1st mode was about between 53.54–66.35% in all
conditions so that it would not be possible to reconstruct original motion data only
using 1st mode data. The remaining about 40% data would be expected to spread out in
other mode singular value; that is, feature difference between conditions would be
shown in later mode value.

Cumulative Contribution Ratio for Singular Value (Mode 1 and Mode 2). The result
indicate that decomposed motion pattern has the difference in Behavioral strategy
factor. We performed ANOVA on the other combination in cumulative contribution
ratio, however, there was no significant difference on all of factors; that is, feature
difference was spread out by 2nd mode singular value (88.68 * 95.88%). We did not
perform deeper analysis on difference in this study. However, these behavioral dif-
ferences must be considered as a feature to identify the quality of the SoE as well as its
subcomponents.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we examined the effect of different types of behavioral strategy on
performance as well as behavior in three types of different information representation
method such as real task environment, VR-based task environment, and MR-based task
environment in order to identify some features that enable to be applied for
performance-based/behavioral-based measurement for the characterization of the SoE
and its sub-components. Especially, we focused to explore what kind of difference it
will reveal regarding performance as well as behavior data.

As the results, we found that there was a significant difference in task performance
such as time completion time, and parameter of time-to-collision distribution, as well as
on user behavior such as decomposed motion data. However, since this study was
conducted as a preliminary study, more large number of samples should be analyzed as
well as compared to the result of traditional questionnaire measurement of the SoE and
its subcomponents as future work.
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